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ABSTRACT

This paper is concerned with the j_mpact of. the Individually
uided Education/Secondary Project in a middle school. Partici-
pation observation is used to understand how the intervention
process is incorporated into everyday patte:ns and rlorms of the

!chool. No individualization of instruction occurred. The finiings
suggest that basic teaching assumptions'of the middle,schoolstaff-
remained unchallenged. Teachers saw the problelp of reform as main-
taining control and discipline so students would acquiesce to the
authority of professionals. The IGE/S-activities made-the pre-
vailing school orientatiOns seem psychologically appealing. Furth6r,

the reform functioned externally to legitimate'the school program
within the larger communities.
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INTRODUCTION

The recent eff1..rti, in educationai reform have given attention to

the institiltional nature of school lift:. This fccu, in part, resulted

from the failures of the curricular reform movement of-the 1960s. The

development of. "new" physics, mathematics, and social science did little.

to instill the intellectual excitement the educational planners ought

fOr classrooms. The fairure'of reform, researchers revealed, reflected

the planners' lack of consideration of the social org.inization of the

schools:1 Curricular reforms tended to be incorporated into the ex-

isting patterns of conduct and belief. The "new" Curriculum was taught

just as the 'old" had been.
One attempt to change the social structure of school life is the

Individually Guided Education/Secondary (IGE/S) Project.. -The project

is part of a larger effort of the Wisconsin Research and Development

Center concerned with individualizing school instruction. The genter's

previous focus was on element4ry schools, and IGE/S Was funded to ex-

tend the Center's work to middle and secondary schools. The project

seeks to engage school stffs in planning; implementing, and evalua-

tinq school-wide efforts to individualize instruction. School staffs

crc to think critically about, design, and implement alternative educa-

tional experiences for secondary students. .

.

This paper is concerned with the impact of the IGE/S project in

a specific middle school. Through the use of case study, this paper

examines the IGE/S intervention process to investigate how an existing

educational organization incorporates proposed changes into its every-

day patterns. Attention is given to the norms, beliefs, ad disposi-

tions which.give direction qo the actions of teachers and 4dministra-

tors. This level of analysis is concerne&-with illuminating the in-

terpretive perspective by which individuals give meanings to the ,

events of school,life..
The analysis is in three sections. FirSt is a discussion of the

intended purposes and activities, of the middle.school IGE/S project.

The description is concerned with surface characteristics such as what

groups were formed and what'programmatic changes occurred. A second

section fpcuses on underlying meanings given to thes9 activities.

Third is a concluding-section which includes recommendations. .

`.1

See S.-Sarason, 1971.

For discussion of the case study approach to educational evaluation

see Popkewitzeand Wehlage, 1975; and Tabachnick, 1976.

8 ,
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THE MIDDLE SCHOOL AND IGE/S

The project's major focus of-attention during the 1975-76 year

was a mi=ddle school in a small city near the Madison, Wisconsin R & D

Center. The school has a somewhat unusual physical location. Built

at the edge of a large public park. it is bordered on three sides by

a ,playing field, meadows, and a pond. The residential charagier of

the school's immediate neighborhood is single family houses, many .

occupied by professionals and university faculty. The school is part

of a consolidated district which dLaws students from-a nearby rural

community which is more conservative than its city counterpart.

The school is_moderately sized with 50 teachers and'approximately

750 students in grades six, seven, and eight. The staff consists of

regular academic, ielated arts, and music and physical education

teachers, in,addition to two guidance counselors, a principal, and an

assistant principal. The faculty is organized into teams of four

teachers. The two.Lpixth grade teams function differently from the

upper grade teams, cooperatively planning courses of study in all cur-

ricular subjects. Each teacher has instructional responsibility for

a speciPkc group of children (25-30), like an elementarY teacher in

a self-contained classroom._ The seventh and eighth grade teams, hew-

ever; are organized by subject matter. Each team in those grades has

teachers representing social studies,, mathematicS, science, and En-

glish. Also, the teachers belong to subject departments which cross

grades. Teachers teach 50-minute periods in' their specialtrand meet

approximately 130 students a week.

METHODOLOGY

The project was evaluated through the method9logy of participant

observationi and the Case study style is used to report it in order

to identify and.discuss theosocial complexities of the intervention

scheme. This methodology was chOsen for two reasons. First, the

study is part of theedevelopmental process of the project. The case

"study is to help planners make future refinements or alterationS in

their program. The descriptions of the school interactions Can reveal

purposes and consequences of action. .Their closeness to the events
enables planners to understand `why things happen and therefore reflect

more critically a1'.5ut the effects,of the interventiOn scheme.' Second;

the descriptions can be useful to others who confront.similar problems

about schooling. Although the knowledge gained is not 'causal and pre-
dictive, the emerging-generalizations can help others focus upon con-

cerns, problems, and possible Unanticipated consequences in the situa-

9
3
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.tions thev confront.
Data were Follected in three ways: (1) Observations of faculty

meetings conc.erned with IGE/S programs. Some of these meetings in-

volved small grbups of teachers planning a dimgnsiOh.of, the "change

process." General faculty meetings to discuss program.; and instri0-

tional classes in which teachers were using programs developed through

the IGE/S project were also observed, (2) Informal discussions with

faculty about their work in the IGE/S programs. These discussions'

occureed throughout the school year and referred to specific meet-

inos or issues. (3) Formal interviews with the faculty. Interviews

during the school year focused upon specific activities or events

such as a,teacher attending7a professional conference, related to

'IGE/S. EXtensive interviews-were conducted at the end of the year

with 18 faculty and 2 administrators. These interviews were 30-60

minutes long. Data were collected from December to May.

Analysis of the data occurred in two interrelated stages. First,

the field work sbught to invent categories to describe and explain

the events. '-While data were being collected, recurring patterns or

trends were ideptified. Initial observations, for example, revealed&:

an emphasis upcn achieving consensis in decision making. The cate-

gory of consensus was given validity through checking other data,

subsequent observations, and staff interviews.

Second, the data wereixexamined after the coMpletion of the

field work. This second sion of analysis was built upon the

initial research. Here, though, the entire.range of data was avail-

able for critical scrutiny. (At this point, the researcher is no

longer restricted in analysis by his own participation in the events.

Counter-examples to categories can be sought, validity hnd recurring

patterns can be checked, and new relationships among the data iden-
,

tifiec) The analysis continued into the final written stage. The

search for appropriate metaphors for communicating findtrigs was an

integral dimension :of the research report.

PURPOSE AND ACTIVITIES OF THE PROJECT

The IGE/S project has a three-fold purpose. First, it is des-

ignated to help teachers davelop indiVidualized instructional programs.

The meaning of individualized instruction,is left ambiguous in the

project's technical reports. 'It is related, to a notion of continuous

progress which requires that "learning activities and -sequences be

varied in recognition of the fact that each person has a unique pat- '

tern and rate of &notional, intellectual, and physical growth which

iS essentially continuous-but which is likely to have high, low, and

Igateau periods" (Struve and Schultz, 1976, p. 6). The definition

was left open to permit unique or idioSyncratic innovat4.ons. The_sec-

ond puiTose of IGE/S is to help school staffs develop organitational

patterns which are concerned with individualizing instruction. This

follows from the dssumption that school reform must be.based upon a

staff Competent,to initiate and sustain critical dialogues about in-.

'struction. The third purpose is' to help schools employ shared decision
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making as a part of the r planning processes. Called an "interactive

model," shared iion making allows teachers, administrators, par-

ents, and students to participate in the making of decisions which

affect them.
To implement ICE/S programs, the project has two levels.of op-

eration. First is the development of iplanning processes to iRdividu-

alize instruction in specifiC schools. It is this dimension, which will

be the focus of this paper. Seconu is maintaining a mechanism (a net-

work of schools) by which teachers can share ideas and experiences re-,

lated to individualization. The network of schools did function dur-

ing the year of study but is related onl'; tangentially to te specific

work in,the studied school.

THE IGE/S WORKSHOP AND TASK FORCES

After- initial contaets with the mitddle school administrator, and

with school board approval, the IGE/S staff organi::ed.a workshop prior

to the start of schoo1.3 Thirty-seven teache'rs, tw6 administrators,

and seven f3arents attended six morning sessions. Th focus of the

sessions, identi.fied by a-prior planning group of four-teach,:rs, was

"to implement a change process in the middle schok." The organiza- .

tion of the workshop involved three parts.
First, the worknhop activities were designed to have the staff

obtain Consensas on educational purposes of a change process. Agree-

ment was obtained through constructioncf'd hierarchy 'of purposes

(Figure 1). Purposes or reasons for,im;jlementing changes inthe mid-

dle school program Were. discussed in a morning sessioft, and after a

broad,range of purposes were idefttified, they were arranged nierarch-

ically. More ppecific purp5ses'("to develop communication channe_is

between parents and staff") were placed t the top pf a chart arid

general, more inclusive purposes ("to enhance human dignity') at the

bottom. The teachers reconsidered each Of the purPoses and chose (--,ne

as the central focus of tYe workshop. This purptLse w;s "to develop a

school program which develops ,specific competencies based upoh indi-

-/idual needs and interests." The following workshop activities focused

on that purpose to develop specific school-wide ind-vidualization

strategies.
The construction of a purpose hierarchy was thonght to he an im-

portant dimension of the planning process-for several reasons.,, The

agreement on Purposes,was to provide a single collective focus for the

group andenable people with diverse ideas to agree npon a tingle set

of purp_ses. The group processes in' Aevei:)ping the hierarchy would

provide a commitment to aChieve the purposes. ,And, finally, the pur-

3The research began in the winter, and the account of the workshop is
reconstrUcted from documents produced during that time and throuqp

discussions with participants.

S.
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pose hierarchy would provide a criterion for later decision making-.
4

The second part of tha worl,
.tive strategies for developir
needs and interests." TeF,-

cific (loals and related s(

7

identify possible alterna-
,ased upon individual
about possible more spe-
Jn(pother items, teachers

wanted to give attention t increased responsibility

system" or introducing Wmore bL2heduling." As the discusdion

continued4 the staff formulated,"We Agree" statements, which listied

general, educational aims the staff would use to guide their efforts

toward changing the school program. Among thesewas "We agree to iden-

tify and meet at leaSt one need (skill or perSonal) of eaeh student in

each class.," The "We Agree" stqements also h,id concrete proposals

for school-wide programs, such as "We agree to have school-wide unin-:

terrupted su'e..ned silent reading one perlod pee week."
f

The third di nsion of the workshop was to translate the purpose

hierarchy and alte ive strategies into a school-wide plan of action.

Five tasks were identified, related purpose hierarchies constructed

(see Figure 2), implementation timelipes constructed, and groups of

teachers organized as task forces. The task forces were:

U.S.S.R:7-Uninterrupted Sustained Silent Reading. This.task

force was to implement a school, period in which children could

read without interruption. The purpose of U.S.S.R. was, as

'one teacher stated, "to make kids read and to make it e,d6y-
,

able."

2. Flexible Schedut?l0. This task force was to develop alter-

(native classrodm scheduling that would produce greatet

. indiidualization,

-3. Club. This task force was to organize periods in which

stulents could pursue interests other than those'found in-

traditional school courses.

4. Parent Conferences. This task force was to develop alterna-

tive forms of parent .conferences to provide parents with

more information about children's studies.

5. Teacher-Advisor. This:task force was to provide a school-

wide program in which teachers and students could develop

closer personal relationships.

4Much of this is discussed in Struve and Schultz, 1976.

1 3
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To develop 1

(students, parAL.,
in the learning process.

\ To obtain honest communication between people

To gain a better understanding of self and oters

To develop a positive self-concept

To develop respect for others

.To be tolerant of others

To learn how to cooperate with others

To become sensitive to others'-needs

_To accept responsibility for one's actions and know how an

individual's behavior affects'others

C2 Figure 2. Purpose hierarchy for human development activitieS of the

teacher/advisor program.

1 4
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE TASK FORCE PLANS

Approximately 4-6 t_lachers volunteered to participate in each

task fOrce. They were to plan and implement the agreed-upon programs.
Each of the task forces met frequently during most of the school year,
and for the first two-thirds of the year many of the groups met once

a week. The teacher -lved in each group seemed eager to implement
the specific progrn d hard to develop appropriate materials

and procedures. involved in implement'ing a teacher-

advisor system, ;roduced sets of materials for teachers,
organized an intr, ssion for the entire student body, and
struggled with the orgazational scheduling to arrange teacher-advisor
periods.

The teachers' commitment to implementing the task force objective
was underscored by the scheduled time of meetings. Most.schools pro-

vide little time during the day for teachers to reflect aboLit their
roles and the purposes of instruction, This middle school was no ex-

ception. The day was taken up with administrative chores, teaching
classes, or grading papers. Further, the teachers' time was so frag- ,

mented that it was virtually impossible for cask force teathers to
meet during a regular planning period. As a result, teachers would
typically set aside an afterschool time (3:30-4:15) once a week. Clubs

task force, for example, might meet Mondays after school, parent con-
,ference task force on Tuesday_.

Parents particiPated in the deliberations of two of the task

forces. Pour parents participated in the teacher-adVisor task force,

.
and four different parents joined the parent conference group. The

parents took their responsibilities seriously, attending most meetings

and participating in discussions. Parents often sought the advice of
other.community members and children in making decisions, which pro-
vided a'different perspective on the.problems under consideration..
For example, one parent of the tedcher-advisor comMittee talked to
her daughter's friends about alternat6atre approaches to forming teacher-

advisor groups. This diScussion was reported to the task force as part

of the deliberzltions: Because of the purpose of.the clubs task force
to provide nonacademic and student-oriented actiVities, two students
participated in that task force's discussions.

Cerfaiaresults of the projectcan be identified even from a sur-
face analysis. At the end of the year, the task forces,had implemented
some specific changes in the school.program and planned others for the

following year. Early in the year, a.silent reading period was estab-
liShed. Teachers and students spent the first ten minutes of school-
reading a.book of their choice. By spring, two 15-minute periods

were created for-a teacher-advisor system. Teachers-and administrators
worked with small groups of students to provide.opportunifies,to talk
in an informal, noncompetitive atmosphere. A ten-week segmen't Ofthe

spring teem included club peridas. By the end of the school year,
teachers had agreed to a plan for the fall term which would increase
.contatts with parents. In additispn, teachers had agreed in_principle
to a reorganization of class schedules to allow-for greater flexibility.
Teams of teachers were to be given three hour blocks of time rather than

1 5
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50-minute periods. Through- these less rigid block schedules, teachers

believed, th.nr could respond more adequdtely to demands of instruction

. Or students interests.
Certain workshop "We Agree" statements were not given explicit

attention as the staff focused upon the school-wide task force activ-

'ities. For example, teachers did agree to utilize better-community

resources, to teach basic language skills in all classes, and "to

involVe" special teachers in team meHt.ings. -Generally,these individ-

ual or team related strategies were not explicitly considered during

the school ve.e
D Center st.11 _Jol was to provide

tended to s responsible for

hLI})L uhi. sc: , statt iorities and find appro-

riate strategies. The IGE/- people provided assistance to the specific

task forces, arranged for contacts with schools and professional con-

.
Jerences related to ideas under consideration, and helped organize

School board presentations about task force efforts:
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THE SOCIAL STRUCTURE AND IGE/S ACTIVITIES

The task force activities need to be considered beyond the intro-

duction of activities into the middle school program. These activities

existed within certain norms, beliefs which make reasonable and justifi-

!hle the variouF: for reform. Illuminating the mea:.'no i-eachers

give to the ref enable us to asso-; r,,nre aguately the impact

of the IGE/S proict.
Certain underlying dimensions permeated the faculty's involvement

in the task forces. For one thing, there was a concern for consensus

decision making, a cnncept which had bec- introduced in early workshop

activities. During the year, the staff continued to seek changes

which had a wide degree of faculty acceptance. The consensus, it will

be argued, .was built upon a fragile form of commitment and introduced

certain Organizational biases which worked against the intent of he

IGE/S planners. First, the staff tended to interpret the task forces

as helping to ameliorate negative student feeling towards the existing

activities,of instruction. Second; the implemented taslc forCe activ-

ities maintained a concern with the control and manageMent of students. ,

Third, the IGE/S activities had a syMbolic function within the school'

district. Faced with possible staff reductions due to low enrollments

anct,a low status, the faculty saw the.reforms as a way of legitimizing-

the school'program and the need for current staff allocations.

GROUP CONSENSUS AS A SYMBOLIC PROCESS

The general-nature of the purpose hierarchy worked against change

as it masked the conflicting ideas held about teaching. The commit-

ment of the summer workshop was to general statements about educational

purposes such as "to develop a,sense pf security and trust," "to allow'

. ev6ry child to feel worthwhile," or "to develop specific competentles

based upon individual needs and interests." The purposes provided.

emotive symbols which condensed the:feelings, hopes,,and desires of

many who are asSociated with schools. ,The abstractness of statements

made them highly appealing; and fewcould disagree.
The ambiguity of the purpose Statements permitted teachers with

diverse beliefs and practices to accept the purposes withOut contra-

diction. Some teachers saw their work as.subject-centered; others

focused upon psychological characteristics; still Others wanted a

problem-solving orientation to.education. While mOre will'be said

about teaching perspectives later, the idea of "incl:Ividual needs" can

illustrate a function:of ambiguity. SoMe subject-centered teachers

,give diagnostic tests in reading or social studies to .identify.some

missing-knowledge which a teacher decides a student should know. The

'1 7
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lacking knowle,Ige becomes a "need," and a "prescription" suCh as doing

a workbook page is deVised to meetit. Another teacher is concerned

with the "need" of a child to learn how to solve social problems.

This teacher meets students' "needs": by creating opportunities for

students to develop their own curiosities and seek ahswers from many

different sources. The process of inquiring becomes important, not

the learning of a discrete skill or fact.

The purpose hierarchy enableC those two types of teachers to accept

the statements of faculty goals without providing concrete referents by

which to judge the`assumptions and implications of their specific teach-

ing actions. Each teacher is concerned with "needs." Yet each has a

different conception of teaching, what learning means, and what the

roles of student and teacher should be.

The staff was able to ignore the deep ethical and politi_cal issues

embedded in educaional choices.5 At its most fundamental:level,

schooling is th0 attempt to provide individuals with ways to order and

interpret their soCial world. Implicit in the !ormation of conscious-

hess are values, attitucles, and ideologies as well as subject-matter.-

Curricular approaches cona!in conceptions of individual responsibility

'and power, of appropriate relationships-between people and social insti-

tutions, and of the role of the school within a larger economic and

social system. The political and ethical choices implicit in the fac-

ulty's actions remained hidden through the abstraction of the hierarchy.

The lack of substantive commitment compelled the task forces to

devise strategies which would reduce soUrces of contention or opposi-

tion. Each group of teachers had the taSk of translating the general

purpose.into,specific forms and concrete actions. Ibis would of neces-

sity'challenge the particular life snace of the.staff,- yet the task

forces, had no mandaterelatea to a pEtiticular vision of educational

affairs. The proces'S of change avoided the iMplications of the staff's

conflicting views of edication.- As-a result, the work7a-day activities

of these task groups focised upon identifying a course of,action which

would aCcommodate the diverse views of the many faculty members..'

A course of least7resistance was devised as the task forces' strat-
-

eg},. Least common
i denominators were sought in prograds. Task force

-discussions 'were dominated by Compromises designed not to challenge

taken-for-granted rules of the school. Contrary to the intention of

the IGE/S project, the consensus-Was built upon the pragmatics of re-

dUcing substantive dialogues'and possible conflict.

One apprbach to gain program acceptance was not to challenge vested

interests. At a meeting of the flexible scheduling task force, Tor--

example, a physical education feaCher reacted strongly to a suggestion

of using the gymnasium for large-group instruction: It would inter- ,-

fere with the current.sChedule ofclasses. Eventually the subject was

dropped and the staft fotusedupon other areas of the school. The

teacher-advisor task force ,provided two 15-minute periods for advising

5
For discussion- of ethical and political issues involved in educational

choices see Apple, 1975,'and Popkewitz and Wehlage, 1973.

fs
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by reduci(i, rt.e Dassing time allotted between classes. The teachers

realized peiod was too short for discussions between teachers and

students, but the proposal was accepted because the teachers realized

the academiC teachers would not approve time being subtracted from

their regular instructional p ods. As one teacher commented at a

teacher-advisor task force meting:

People will fight about taking the time from their period

and we should not have conflict. We don't want people to be

negative about the scheduling, so we have to find a way that

4-Makes everybody happy. (Observation)

so so IL o prevent the task fol

chailenylac, existing work duties or relationships. The notion c: flex-

'ible schedt4ing, Tor example, was developed-around rigid organization

_scheduling which had specialists (foreign language, music, moving

between teaching at the high school, middle school, and elemeltary

school. There was a'reluctance to mike new demands_upon teaching. A

teacher-advisor meeting discussion, for examplefocused on the use of

cross-aged grouping. A parent thought that groups of different-aged

children could help develop a more total sense of community in the

school. The teachers disagreed,'citing the.additional burdens it would'

demand of teachers. These burdens, they felt, would rot be acceptable

to the faculty.

Parent:- I want it to be like a family and maybe this would

be interage grouping so-that kids can help, like peer

teaching-, can help stUdents adjust to problems at

school. For example, my seventh-grade daughter could

'help a sixth grader.

Teacher #1: The problem is'adjusting to the pattern of.scheduling

in the school. It's more intricate to do cross-,age
planning, you need more planning to get an inter-age

grouping,:

Teacher #2: If you separate the kids who are in different grades,

as you would in inter-age'grouping, it's messy. You

have the same period every week and you begin falling

behind. -Teachers are not going tO be able to give

the same work. (Observation)

TheTragiIe nature of the.staff-consensus prOduced tensions within

task force deliberations. Teachers expressed reservations, frustration,

and anxiety about the level of the' actual agreement reached with the

staff. There was continual mention of the need,to tale concrete parts

of a program to the faculty for a "We Agree" statement.. The "We Agree"

statement provided the group with a sense of security that the staff

would allow them'to proceed. A teacher-adviSor group meeting prlor to

the winter recess, for example, reflected the continued questioning

teachers had about the 'staff's acceptance of their efforts:

, 1 9
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7

si

The guidance counselor suggested "a new_.'We Agree' statement,

needed to be formulated, one which would establish that the

staff agreed to the procedures that were set out in the

in-service." . . . . The guidance counselor remarked that the

sixth. grade teachers did not want to participate because-they

already know the children. The s,-Lh grade teachers work with

only thirty children, have a homeroom and they know the children

fairly well. (Observation) -

th(, 16E/S prouedures for providing direction

ul:,:ussed during the interviews. Some teabhers found the purpose

hierarchy too abstract and nonsequential to guide action.

It might be a really hdce technique to get people involved and

get them stirred up, talking and thinking, but when yoU go to

write an outlihe of the program or you set up the goals of the

program, throwit away . . . I would not really understand how

one level led tb the next and how you could take that hierarchy

and go, (Teacher interview)

,..
:lhe vagueness of purposes was reflected in teachers' thoughts

about the "We Agree" stateidents. Many of the initial ideas were highly

general, teachers Said, and. Rot helpful when considering the concrete

substance the task"forces proposed._ Teachers thought the proposals

had to be'cbnsidereA-on their Specific merits and not bn their nebulouS

relationShips to a purpose.'
Some teacher's also viewed the.outward search for consensus as

serving the political function of'legitimizing directions.sought by

the administration.. At'certain times, one teacher argued, "When it

was likely a. 'We Agree', statement could be achieved, a vote was taken.

At other times, when disagreement-appeared, there.would-be no -'we-agree'

statement and-they would go on and on with this, 'We Agree' until the

ting, was.accompliAshed." Anothen teacher thought the "We. Agree"- State'

ments served as a public relations device within the school district.

(More will be said abodt this later.)

I am a little bit disgusted with the fact that it has gotten

away from the 'We Agree.' It is being more or less pushed at

us so it is mostly been for their benefit up there, just to say,

"Hey;' we're doing some new things." Now I don't know if they're

under- the gun from the Superintendent saying: "Hey, we want to

see some improvements in that school-or curriculum" or whatever.

(Teacher interview)

To summarize, the.search for consensus had a particular meaning'

within the middle school.context. The constructing of purpose hier-

archies and "We Agree" statements permitted the staff to believe they

had general agreement on the changes. However, this agreement was

largely symbolic. The efforts to implement concrete changes in pro-

grams produced sources of opposition as the proposals challenged spe-

cific rules and vested interests inthe school. The task forces chose
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to maintain staff commitment by not challenging the specific motives

and intentions guiding the day-to-day activities of the school. It

is to these motives and intentions we now turn our attention.

MAKING EXISTING PRACTICES Q!"--

indjul InnoJ--uns of tne iiool year was the introduc-

tion of teacher-advisor groups. Teachers and parents suggested that

children needed to develop a more trusting and personal relationship

with adults in the sqhool.. Further it jaas reasoned that the large

classes (25-30) plus a teacher's large.number of classes (5 per day)

made this porsonal contact difficUlt. Tleachers argued, correctly I

think, that' successful teaching depends upon ah atmosphere of Mutual

trust and respect.
A

The problem, bowever, cdUld be understood,from a variety of per-

spectives. First, one could say that there is something'wrong.in the

-patterns of interaction between professionals and students in each

class. Different instructional strategies and conceptions Of curric-

ulum could be devised to deal with the problem.' Second, a teacher

might say it is difficult to develop trust and respect when meeting.

In students a day. ..7he problem of schedulihg, moving, and controlling

so many children mitigates against any sustained involvement among fac-

blty and students. A Strategy Could be sought to reorganize school

groupings to involVe smaller numbers of students with faculty. In

addition, different expectations and patterns of interaction within "

any one cla-ss could be explored to promote mutual reSpect, trust, and

intellectual. pursuits. Both alternatives strs the general institu7

tionalcharacter of the problem bY focuSing upon structural qualities

of sChooling. A third type of approach focuses upon the students aS .

the problem.'.The goal is to make students believe the school is a

better place while not altering in any fundamental way the.conditions'

ih which students work. :Innovations function to make existing routines

and regularities seem more palatal:4.e to students. An analogy,inindus-.

tr :is the introduction'of better.lighting or more coffee breaks to

rease production without considering the social and ethical impli7

cations of the assembly line itself.
It is the -third approach which characterized 'the staff's use of.-

the task forces._ Teachers-generally treated their involvement,in the

IGE/S project as a way of making reasonable the ongoing activities,

priorities, and assumptions of their teaching; Many,.teachers defined

the issue of educational reform as eliminating a feeling of mistrust

and alienation among. students. ..Children were seen as having a neutral

or negative attitude toward&.school. -Things were stolen. Vandalism

occurred, Drugs had been used. Behind the task forces' efforts 'was

a desire to help students develop better attitudes toward "what teachers

Nwere doing, to try harder, to do better-."

NN
TN ,The staff was concerned about improving relationships between

students, and between teachers,P.and hopefully, have a more

positive atmosphere within the-school. A lot of negative 'things

21
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hay, past. i -n a 1(:. -f vandalisM,

stui ative ..,Jvv '.0o1. a has

rec.: ressure trc muni bu, , the

wed as not ..t de3ir-b1e 1, for.

stu.4unLs L. ...- .... ,,L times. They feel tiat the .L.i.ute is

bad. There are drugs. (Teacher intervi(w)

The effort to eliminate student alienatiol produced a basic dich-

otomy between I0E/S actiiiities and the regular school program. The

teacher-advisor system, USSR, and clubs, for example, were defined as

'-"human development" activities. They could provide limited situations

within the school day for personalized'contacts with students. The

human development activities were thought of as separate from the

"academic" but helpful as a mechanism for gaining student acceptance

of the regular school programs. This distinction betweeh academic

and human developmeLt was explained by a guidance counselor consider-

ing the purpose of teacher-advisor systems.

Q. I'm still not clear about the distinction you are making

between academic and teacher-advisor system.

A. Well, the difference is that academic is concerned,with what

the student does: The TA couhseling is concerned with who

the student is. Academic work ig-concerned withmotivating
kids to work, to help them adapt tO programs-, to keep stu-

'dents informed,_ to help them,with their habits of "study, to

meet with students about evaluating their course work and

monitoring what theyire doing in.the subject-matter. TA,

oh the,other hand,,isconcerned with human development. "I

see the pattern_as the growth of a total perSon and holt,: they-

come across to others and relate to others. It's.concerned_

with interpersonal relations and theTerceptions that others

have. (Intervipw)-
I

Another faculty member also saw the personal development eMphasis

as important to the task force work.

I think they meant social needs, interactions between students,

having,positive relationships.\between*students and teachers, and

then, through that, the students would be happier and more-ful-

filled, and also.meeting their heeds academically, but I don't

think that there was a real adadeMic thrust at all:' It was
-

-More social, meetiAg social needs and' personal needs., (Teacher.-

..int&-view)v

The,dichotomy enabled many teachers to view the problem of trust

and respect as unrelated to their everyday activities. In discussing .

the-assignments to teacher-advisor groups, One teacher suggested the

classroom teachers "had.responsibiIity for reporting on students' work

and therefore would not be trusted." .Another teacher justified Pep-

arate teacher-advisor periods by saying, "Wei-lave 50 minutes in aca7

jlemics and can't squeeze in the TA as a teacher. It's neat to know

22
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.-J2.-en. The buses leave at 3:00 and there is no way of getting to

them except through a TA period." During an in-service meeting,

a question was raised.about whether the adviscir .(teacher) be Called

by a first name. After a few cuments, it was suggested, "Well,"they

Could do it only in here, and then when they go out they start call-

ing teachers by.their last name." Trust was on the agenda only for the

group meeting.
Other task fore work also reflected a view that the reforms

were separate from, yet aupportive, of regularechool activities. Somo

'teachers.saw the reorganization in flexible scheduling as a more effi-

cielt way of ccnveying-the existing lessons. One teacher suggested
flexible scheduling would enable him to teach one iesson to 120 stu-

dents rather than repeat it four or five_times. Clubs was thought

of as a form of'play, dist...Jot from:learning activities of the school.

'Parent conferences were to provide a. more effective way to convey in-

'formation to parents. Few teachers felt that more communication with
parents in a dialogic way would affect what and hoW to teach..

,CONTROL AS A FACTOR OF REFORM

A major dimension of the staffig involvement.in the task groups

was the legitimation-of existing-foims of school control. The fact

that,control was a factor is of no surprise. Since institutionalized-

actions contain regularized patterns of conduct, forms of social con-

trol are inevitably created.. -.The important question,'therefore, is

the nature of that control: Much of the middle school staff activity

gave credence to a profesSional control over the ideas,and social re-'

lationships of studente.- This control orientation was reflected in

teaching perspectiVes and,discussion.about strategies of reform.

At least three perspectives to teaching existed among the middle .

,school Staff: subject matter,..human development-, and problem solving.

While no one teacher would-.fit all-the characteristics.of an ideal

type, the three-categories provide a way of thinking about the varia-

tion.. The sets cif:beliefs.about teaching and curriculum guided the

teachers" interpretation of the'proposed reforms and gave direction

,in finding eolUtions to educational problems.
The dominant faculty perspective was the subject-matter orienta-

.

tion. The teachers in that group believed there exiits a.specifiea,

'limited body of knowledge t6 be imparted to students. Knowledge is

treated as an "object"-or."thing" that is given to individuals. Stu-

dents areto master tHe teacher's predetermined facts or generalizations.

Most often,the teachers justified_this learning by saying "student's
need:this information for the'next grade" or "it will be requir'ed when

then-get into high echool."
Testing.and grading is an important dimension of subjectcentered

teaching. The test validatea the student'success in knowledge acqui='

sitioh. Although teachers often referred.to important nontestable
aspects of teaching and learning; mUch of their time was taken up with

making, giving,-and.scoring tests. Achievement.was defined in precise

scores, such as sums of-correct answers on quizzes. During:the year

-9
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many teachers were observed working,with tests during periods assigned

for class preparation. Teachers paid careful attention to test scores

and entered them in-a specially designed booklet. One team meeting,

for exampie, centeeed entirely upon these booklets., The team had to

decide which students performed well'enough to get'end-of-year awards,

Teachers summarized the test scores written for each student, compared

the scores with team members, and then made a decision A who would be

yiven a scholarship award.
Individualizatiori t6 the subject-centered teacher meant devising

strategies which would enable students tomater the content. Pack-

etu of materials wnre to be created by which students would pace them--

selves thrOugh a given program.

An individualized math.program to me would mean, there is some

structure provided to the student. In the sixth grade we have

adddtion, subtraction, division, etc., fractions, percent measure--

Okay we find out where the:student should be working, or

what he has mastered tight now. If he has mastered'addition,
subtraction, aivision, fine, then he starts in fractions, works

through various levels,.and we allow him to progress at his own-

Dace. That's what individualized means to me. (Teacher inter-

view) 7

The su5ject-centeked perspective was supported by And supportive

,f the exi:Aing school organization, Much of the organizationof

teachersand students concerned the control and ordering of people.

Time in school was, divided according tc5SubjeCt-matter specialties.

Teachers were classified,bycontent they were to make available to-

Students. Evaluation was determined by seemingly precise number'sys-'

terns. Further, each teacher was assigned.to Convey the-appropriate

-knowledge te 125 students. Time became a precious commodity to be used

correctly. There were sci many minutes to learn history ot French and

_to pass between Classes. French, band, andmusic teachers' moved.be-

tween district schools to theit'allotted places and periods. The care-
,

fully'orchestrated movement was an important, part of both the teachers'

and students'.day. Each had tO move "pUtpos'efully:" The Student.was

to-get to his desk and sit quietly. The teacher was to enSure an ot-

- aerly.transition of students from one place to another.

It was the,subject-matter specialists who reacted most strongly

to proPosals which would limit.the time of teaching-periods. The 50-

minute period, they argued, is barely enough time to present all the

knowledge students need. To takeaway time for nonacademics posed
,

an unwarranted restraint upon their teaching.

I-guess I.feel right now that I only have .these kids fot 50

'minutes a da/ and-trying to cram reading, writing, spelling,

and literature into one 50-minute period and for 180-days;

trying and expe'cting these kids to really improve. I'm really

having a hard time--there are so many things this year that I"

never gat into because there just wasn't the time, (Teacher

interview)

2 4
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-The subject-matter teacher believed obeying directions was inte-

gra1ly relaced to learning content: "Kids have to learn. You can't

let the kids take the period to play. You need to slap,their hands

when they misbehave.: .Time is a valuable Pommodity in school." Dis-

cipline means to sit quietly in classrooms, to move quickly and orderly

thcough halls, and to complete assignments neatly and on time; to have

self-discipline is viewed as having potential for achievement.

The disciplincentered teachers tended to separate the staff ac-

cording to-their control or their laxness. Exerting tight control, a

teacher argued, was,a "professiOnal approach" to teaching.- The teach-

er's approach "lias a tremendous influence ont,he kids. I think that ,

-there are some people Who are tougher staff members and there are those

who are pushovers, where students can go and wesel out of something."

The "pushovers" were the "human development" teachers, a second

teaching perspective. These teachers focused primarily on studern:

'feelings and the pSychological effects of teaching ahd-learning. The

problem of teaching is seen as "the growth of a total person and how._

they come across to others and relate to4others."- The human develop-

ment teacher gives attention:to the_interpersonal relationships in-

chool, and content learning is secondary to development of a "warm,

trusting" relationship. These teachers viewed subject-matter teachers

as "traditional" and "fearful" Of the risk involvedn taking a human

development approach.
To the human development teacher, individualization is establishing

an atmosphere in which students work in small groups to explore.atti-

tudes, feelings, and values:

It is a way to talk with kids and hoW they're doing in sphool,

relating more to their individual needs, and dislikes and values,

their attitudes towards teachers. (Teacher' interview)

-

A third perspective on teaching can be called-"the problem solver."

This teacher was typically concerned with an interrelation.of subject '

matter and the psychological atmosphere in'the classroom. The problem-

solving,teacher would view the teacher-advisor system as psychologic-.

ally important. It allows students to feel less constrairied in their

interactions with teachers and.should be incorf)oratad into regular

classroom activities. However,-students' tasks in school are not only

psychological. --There.are materials students should be-acquainted with

and books to be read. The ideal of the problem-solVer teacher is to

have children develop curiosities which they investigate in Search of

answers. Individualization is a form of'scholarship in which individ-

.

uals explore personal curiosities. As one teacher reported, this type

'
Of individualization doesn't happen often enough.

Q. Can you provide an illustration of individualized instructiOr?

A. -.The advanced student might get a chance to do some research

On:his own, into specific interests that he had about that

continent or that country, or he might, if he had, you know

in the communityhere were people who had either visited
that area-or' hadpictUres or Mementos or that sort of thing
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and they cdcl do-some kind of research or go and talk. to that

person. That happened a couple of times.. (Teacher interview)

The subject-centered belief was,dominant school,-and

it, was' from that orientation SYptem that the IGE/S reorganizations

were. seen. -Teachers col,sidered many of the,task force pro.posalsiin

relationship to he order aad.discipline,equirepents of-the school?,

wanting to enF.Lire that reforms Would nc:.. disrUpt established rcutines

or prOvide -'udents with freedoms "they were notready,yet to handle.''

Du'L.ng-a t achei/ inservice toexPlain the teachcx-advisor system, for'

example, f,pme teachers reacted strongly againSt the' possible e-haos-re-

Suiting from group dynamics approaches. After obserVing a group dynarg,'

ics exercLse in.which each,membeX4.s.name was repec:..ted threetimes,,a;*

teacher 1-?.sponded that the approach:w'as too lax: "What-happens if kids

go banan? What dO we do?!`
Someimep,thereforms were used to.,:root out parts of,thg.eohool

day which teachers felt were troublesome,. Passing tiMe was 6r11.

the distuances. Students.had five minutesbetween.periods. ,It was

here stud?nts beCame unply and posed "problems,". One way to recluce:'-:-

the possi--Aity of,troUble was to enpure that studerits' movement.thitoUgh

the halls c./- purposeful, for it can be clocked at two'or three minutes."

With,this in mind, reducri.ng.papsing time to three minutes:to provide for

teacher advisbry periods, Seemed a reasonable Solution.

The problem is too much time between classes. There i$ five.min-

utes passing time. ye should cUt it to three minutes. That
.

mould give us. six minutes a day, 30 minutes a week for the Stu-'

dent and counseling. -That would eliminate most imp'ortantiy fox

me, the problem of the hall for the eighth graders.,. That is an

unruly time., (Observation) °

The'consensus 4ought about by the IGE/S processes worked against-,

change. The School's new purposes,werg ptiraSed sb abstractly that ev-

eryone could agree, but the agreement only ma,sked the'different ideas

by Which teachers chose. The search for.consensus also had to get

peOple in a mood to aceept the proposals of the task forces, which.led

to a strategq'of avdiding conflIpit and confrontatiom The resu.lting

consenSus introduced.an organizaLonal bia which supported the.subject-

matter perspectiVe and its related emphasis upon control and discipline.

WHYALLOW OUTSIDE INTERVENTIOV T-HE EXTERNA'4-POLITICS'OF A SCHOOL

Whydoes a school agreetohave outsiders intervene in its inter-.

nal policy matters? The a'Vdwed:intention IGE/S staff was to

change the ways in which peopleYworked in the school. They sought a

-shared decision, making processyhich would alter.the.status of teach-

ers, principals, and to somee"Xtent, iorents. Further,'the IGE/S

staff 4self was a'new soUrbe of outside influence in sChool!,affairS.

e The history-Of institutions suggests that such-challenges to the status

quo Would produce resentment and hostility. Organizations tend to be

2 6
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self-protective and to maintain their members' prerogatives, status,

.trld privileges (Becker, 1970). To answer the question about why the

prc,ject was accepted, we need to turn to the middle school.'s relation-

ship within the school district.
'The middl-e schocl'S agreeMent to Work with the IGE/S project is

,r0-1ated to two district-wide problems the school was having. First,

the district had declining enrollments. The following year the sixth

and teventh grades were to e reduced by one-third; causing staff cuts.

Thntroduction of IGE/S into the middle school, the principal rea-
._

ned,,would serve political as well as educational purposes. The IGE/S

program would provide leverage with fhe superintendent and scpol board

in maintaining staff. Administratorsand.teachers saw ,the pioject as

providing an argument against cutbacks by giving evidence of the inno-

vative quality of the staff.

But when IGE/S, but when Something from outside can come in,

come into a school and the principal can take something to the

board of education and 'say 'q.,00k, we had the University come in

here, the R & D Center, and developed IGE/S. Look, first you've got

the University,,the R & D, then you've got IGE/S. You've got LApres-

sive sounding tttings right away. Sa9."We'ye had them come in,

they've set up programs and this is what we're doing-." (Teacher

intervew)

A second political aspect of the case was related to the intra-

_district rivalry betwes,nethe mideLle and high schools.. Manyof the mid-

dle !-;chool teachers viewed their school as a."step-erhild" i'n.the dis-

trict. .;khey ::omplai,heethat the high school principal was very aggres-

sive and maintained his programs at te expense_of other district schools:

Recent budget cuts, for example, had not affected the high school. Fur-

ther, middle school teachers felt the high schdt1 Staff and superinten-

dent saw their school as hdVing no identifiable focus and the middle

school staff as second-rate,te4chers who cr.eated remedial problems the,

high school staff had..to correct. The IGE/S program, teachers argued,

could provide the middle school with en identifiable focus and credi-

bility. within the district. r.

,

It seems like new programs can come out of,the high school, fol-

.
example, and they get 'zapped.up--those are terrific. But-they

come
6
out of middle schOol and it seems like they never ge\off .

the ground, for one reason or.the other So whenever you have

somethinCcome in from the outside, like IGE/S, Mr..Superinten--.
dent and the board can look at it and say, "Hey, look-it, this

is cominMrom the University. Boy, they must be doing some;-

thing over there." (Teacher ,interview)

TIve legitimizing funCtion of the IGE/S project manifested itself

within the .school in differeht ways during the year. Often task force

.- discussions gave attention to ways of puhlicieing the activities. 8f7

forts were made to have the local newspaper and school newsletter pub-'
lish accounts of task force activities. ,Further, eath task force pre-

2 7



sented its specific proposals to the board of education. These pres-

entations, it was hoped, would keep the board acquainted with and sup-

portive of the staff activities. Discussing the suCcesses of U.S.S.R.,

the reorganization plan of flexible scheduling, or the introduction of

TA periods provided the board with tangible evidence of the staff's-

ongoing efforts.
The staff viewed the.board presentations as public relations. A

t cher-advisor group preparation for a board meeting, for example,

wasvoncerned with providing the minimal information required to Make

the board members aware ot their activities.

The leader of the group was nervous about preparing materials

and making a presentation to the board. After-much debate about

what to include in the presentation, the group decided to

give few materials. 'An administrator suggested the group leader

make a very general statement and that "probably is all that is

required." It was also suggested that parent members of the .

group attend to give moral support. It became clear, however,

that the presentation to the board of education had no function

except for "information." (Observation)

.Parent participation-was, in part, related tb the staff's need

for acceptance. They could provide recognition and support from the

community and the districl administration, and, the teachers- reasoned,

board members and the Superintendent mould look more favorably upon

the ,teachers' proposals if Parents joined in 'the presentations.

Implicit in the preparation for the board meeting was the lobby-

ing with the School superintendent. The superintendent had been in

the district for a number of years and seemed to establish priorities

with or without the consent of the principals. This political reality

became an important dimension in deciding uPon an approach to flexible

scheduling.

Before we start our meeting, I wErnt you to know that the super-

intendent sets priorities with or without consultation with the

principal.. The principal then informs other administrators in

the school. The IGE/S staff should be aware of the powe hier-

archy as we proceed to talk about flexible scheduling. dmin-

istrator interview)

Later that year, the same administrator talked about the GE/S

project giving the necessar.v visibility tothe superintendent "For

the first.time I think he is impressed with what the staff doing.

The superintendent is a high school man, and," added the aduiinistrator,

"he has.often overlooked the *middle school's accOmplishments."
'the:spring semester began, the administration sought to use

the IGE/S projeCt as political .leverage to argue acjainst possible.

staff reductIons. At a February meeting of th.9,flexible scheduling

group; the staff gegan 6p.prepare for a board i(eeting in which a plan

Idould be presented. In the back of everyone's mind was the staff redud-

ion (two to six teachers) for the fall term. Teachers and administra-

tors argued the adoption of flexible.scheduling would require the same
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staffing as this year. At a March staff meeting, the principal aclAi

echoed tnese thou,jhts:

Well, we can take the iniative awa'from the school board by
proposing block scheduling. But I need a commitrient from the

staff.

When it became obvious that there would be-staff reductions, many
of the staff became hostile to the IGE/S project: 'If teachers are

one suggested, "there should be no IGE/S program." While the
ability to implement a mor,p flexible schedule or other aspects of the
IGE/S program were unrelated to the reduction of the staff, the fac-

.,ulty reaction was related to the political function of the project.
Teachers had believed the project would prevent teacher cuts, and when
it did not serVe that fonction some considered it a liability.

I'm very disillusioned with our board, with all that we've been
knocking ourselves over backwards as far as I'm concerned, try-
ing to get all this done, and 'about all we got from it was a slap
in the face, and staff cuts and a whole bunch of shit firstly,
so no, I don't think IGE/S has helped us relate to the board one
bit. I'm very bitter..
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IV

CONCLUSIONS

The IGE/S involvement in the middiL school did produce certain

school-wide programmatic changes. Through the task force activities,

,the staff engaged- in discussions about educational purposes and school

prograMs. The "purpose hierarchies" and "We Agree" statements started

the staff thinking about the relationship of educational purposes to

school practices. The staff accepted the task of designing and iml-Ae-

menting new school-wide programs; teacher-advisor system, clubs,

and an uninterrupted silent reading period were" made part of the school

program' Preparations to introduce changes in parent conferences and

a more flexible scheduling of classes were made for the following year.

In addition, parents and, in one instance, students participated in

the planning process.
At a deeper interpretive level, the basic,teaching assumptions of

the middle school staff remained unchallenged.. The change strategies

supported existing dispositions towards education. School was seen as

a problem of gaining control and discipline so students would acquiesce

to the authority of professionals. Teachers saw the task f-a-ce activ-

ities asseparate from their academic task but as a way of making the

control and discipline of school seem psychologir:ally appealing. The

task forces functioned externally to legitimate the school program

within the larger community.
The conservative direction of he reforms was in part an unintended

',:onsequence of the project Strategy for staff consensus. The workshop

approacir, sought :co gain a general commitment to change. The statements

Of purp6se a.nd subsequent "We Agree" statements, however, were abstract

and genelal and appealed to people with many teaching perspectives.

The statements' implications for teachers' conceptiOn of their pro-

tfes7:;or,a1 tass ind organization of their work were not examined crit-

ically. Ti ,=. gl-:aer.F.lity of the statements enabled the staff to main-

tain theji: ._urrnt. beliefs without posing any contradictions.

'The vagueness of staff commitment influenced the task force ac-

tions in '-tWO ways. First, it was assumed the problems jf educational

Purpose were solved. The purpose hierarchy gave teachers a false sense
Of,commitment and allowed them to ignore the deep political,. ethical,

4nd social questions involved in definingpurpose. Individualization

became a slogan which had little concrete reference to school activi-

ties. 'The task of the faculty became technical: "Let's get.the. job

done." Teachers tended to ignore the disparate reasons people gave

for accepting theyroposed changes. The search for change became a

search for a set of procedures acceptable to the staff.
Second, the reduction of conflict among staff members was a major

consideration in task 'force deliberation. Since faculty commitment

was built on a precarious foundation, the task forces needed to find

1-
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a least common denominator in implementing proposals. Procedures were

devised for the teacher-advisor system, flexible scheduling, or parent

conferences that.would not infringe upon existing school rules or

customs. The vested interests and existing school priorities were

taken for granted.
The search for a common denominator introduced an organizational

bias. The dominant teaching perspective7subject-centered teaching--

was given furtheroredence. The task force activities were thought

of as providing the psychological conditions in which the existing

approaches would seem reasonahhe to both students and community.

Many faculty hoped that through human development techniques,

students would be more accepting of the "real" wOrk of school. This

perspective defined theiteacher as a knower and teaching as the prob-

lem of control. The task of teaching was to distribute knowledge to

the benighted.
At the end of the year, the IGE/S approach had produced no ration-

ale or coherent curriculum plan for school-wide individualization of

instruction. Teachers and administrators became involved in the plan-'

ning process without considering curricular problems. In part, cur-

ricular design can be viewed as having substantive issues_independent

of a planning process. Curricular issues, however, were not addressed.

What are some of the implications of these findings for the prob-

lem of school change?
First. The problem of change should be considered, in part, a

political process.- There is an interplay between the teachers' beliefs

and the organizational structure of work in schools. The subject-

centered perSpeCtive is related to a school organization which frag-

ments knowledge into "objects" tobe learned, defineS- professional sta-
,

tus and privilege through the structure of school activities, and so

on. To make the teaching perspective problematic is to challenge not

only one view of the world but the vested interests which are legiti-

mated by the view. To have done so in the middle school situation,

the staff would not only have had to question their own ideas abotit

teaching but the nature of appropriate poWer for principal and teach-

ers in controlling the knowledge and-social arrangements of students.

Second. The notion of:technical assistance needs to-be recon-

sidered. "To start where a school is" cannot mean to imply existing

practices are reasonable and to provide a staff with help clarifying

their own purposes and strategies. The belief that a school staff

can identify and plan to alter'its own assumptions and power arrange-

ments,seems to belie experience. A planning approach, therefore, must

p:-ovide a critical dialogue about the priorities and underlying charac-

tristics of institutional life. This entails considering the moral

responsibilities f teaching in a context of social action.

The role of the intervening agent should be to stimulate and en-
.

courage a dialogue. This function is as much educational as instru-

mental. .Curricular issues mmst be given explicit attention. The di-

.rection of the dialogue should be to have a staff consider the inter-

play of curriculum, organizational structures, and ethical choice.

-The dialogue, I believe, should not le to impose but to develop a pro-

I



cohseiou .11e:;s in which people in t,he context of ,chool::

beome more enii.;:itehed-ahout the cohsequencen of their action,

Dewey commented, it i!; out: of understanding the problem that we evele

methods. Problems of i-:urricular design and methods. of school chauge

are dialectically related.
Third. The separation of affective:and cognitive dimensions mis-

_

construes the nature of social action. The human development focus

posited a psychological oricl,ntation to the problem of change. It as-

sumed that values and feeling, are independent of the social-or objec-

tive conditions of school life. In fact, this belief is not suppol-ted.

Embcded in the regularities and assumptions of school are values and

dispositions to guide action. The social and subjective dimensions of

schooling are intertwined and gave meaning,to the clubs, teacher-

advisor, or flexible scheduling task forces.

One might ask, why do educators separate the affective and cogni

tive dimensions of social affairs? First, it does seem commonsensical.

The complexity of human activities, we believe, compels us to make

distinctions between valuatiVe and factual knowledge. .Analytically,

the dichotomy is false. Our most cognitive knowledge, social theory

for example, contains emotions, attitudes, and disposiLional st-ances'

towards the social world (Apple and Popkewitz, 1971). In this

-yecific study, diffez-ent teaching perspectives found in the middle

school contained net:only facts about instruction but also values

about how one should act toward children. Second, reformers may think

if you can get teachers to develop accepting attitudes towards change,

institutional change will follow. The empirical evidenca in this case

suggests this does not work: The focus on psychological dimensions

produced a conservative response. Students' feelings were manipu-

lated to develop acceptance about the existing structure of school.

Fourth. As schools currently exist, there is:little or no time

for reflection or critical'analysis. The middle school teachers had

their day filled with the ordinary routines and regularities of school.

Meeting after school for.task force matters tended to rush discussion.

Part of thP problem of change becomes how to make the regular school

day a period of,reflective activity'for teachers as well as students.

The problem is not setting aside a period such as was done for the

teacher-advisor system, but creating a community discourse. The abil-

ity to critically reflect must be imbued in all activities of both

peofessionals and stildents in a school.
A Fifth. The power of the superintendent and principal in:deciding

school matters needs to.be conSidered. The middle school was hierarch-

ically organized,-and administrators had power in the determination of

a situation even though they often were hot present in decision making.

These people need to, be committed to change and understand the ideo-

logical and political implications of'that committent.

Sixth. Schools are.dynamic social contexts. The planning ap-

proach mustbe able to respond to unanticipated events, huMan ambigu-

itieti, the particular conditions of the setting, and.the politics involved .

in substantive change. The planning process cannot be "packaged" into

"models" which define human 'action as linear-or additive (Romber4e106).

The process is dialectical and related to dealing with the motives and

aCtions of peopleih the contexts of their work.
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